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ADOPTING BUILDING CODES AND BUILDING CODE AMENDMENTS BY REFERENCE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Cities adopting building codes by reference must adopt the complete codes by ordinance. Cities may adopt amendments to building codes in one of two ways: by ordinance or by administrative regulations compiled by the building official. Tennessee Code Annotated sets forth the procedure for both methods. To adopt amendments by ordinance, a city follows the adopting procedures provided by its charter. To adopt amendments by administrative regulation, the building official compiles the regulations and gives them to the governing body of the city. The governing body may reject the building official’s regulations by resolution. If the governing body does not reject the regulations within 90 calendar days or after its second official meeting following receipt of the regulations, whichever is later, the regulations become effective. Building codes and their amendments must be available for public inspection in the city recorder’s office at least 15 days before they are adopted.

A step-by-step guide is included at the end of this publication as Appendix A. Sample ordinances, regulations and resolutions are included in Appendix B.

ADOPTING BUILDING CODES BY REFERENCE
Cities typically adopt one or more of the technical codes published by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), Council of American Building Officials (CABO), or International Code Council (ICC). The ICC was formed in 1994 by the Building Officials and Code Administrators International, Inc. (BOCA), the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO), and the Southern Building Code Congress International, Inc. (SBCCI). Each organization had developed model codes for use in the United States since the early part of the 20th century. They created the ICC for the purpose of developing a single set of model codes. The three founding organizations are now part of the ICC.

One copy of each code to be adopted by reference must be on file in the city recorder’s office 15 days before the ordinance incorporating the code is adopted. In general, an ordinance is considered adopted when it is passed on final reading by a city’s governing body according to the adoption procedures prescribed by the city charter. If the ordinance provides an effective date that is later than the date of final reading on the ordinance, the ordinance is still considered passed on the date of final reading. Therefore, the filing requirement is met if the code to be adopted by reference is available for public inspection in the recorder’s office at least 15 days before final reading of the ordinance incorporating the code by reference.

INTRODUCTION
This publication sets forth procedures for adopting codes and their amendments by reference as authorized by T.C.A. § 6-54-501 et seq. T.C.A. § 6-54-501(1) defines “code” as “any published compilation of rules and regulations which have been prepared by various technical trade associations and shall include specifically, but not be limited to, building codes; plumbing codes; electrical wiring codes ... together with any other code which embraces rules and regulations pertinent to a subject which is a proper municipal legislative matter.” In this publication, the term “building code(s)” will be used to refer to any or all of these codes. “City recorder” includes “city clerk.”
Charter procedures for adopting ordinances may vary from city to city, but they are considered mandatory. Action taken inconsistent with mandatory provisions of the charter is ultra vires and void or voidable. As with any other ordinance, a city charter’s ordinance adoption procedures must be followed when adopting building codes or amendments by ordinance.

Cities may not adopt by reference the penalty clauses of any building code adopted. Penalties for building code violations should be set forth in the ordinance adopting the code by reference. See Section 4 of Sample 1, “Adopting building codes by reference with intent to adopt amendments by ordinance,” or Sample 2, “Adopting building codes by reference with intent to adopt amendments administratively,” in Appendix B.

AMENDMENTS TO BUILDING CODES ADOPTED BY REFERENCE

Amendments to building codes may be adopted either by ordinance or by administrative regulations. Regardless of which method is used to adopt amendments to codes, the governing body must take affirmative action to either accept or reject each specific amendment to a particular code. The statute does not provide for automatic adoption of future amendments, nor will an ordinance adopted to incorporate “all future amendments” comply with the statute. For cities that enforce their own local building construction safety standards under T.C.A. Title 68, Chapter 120, building codes adopted by reference must be current within seven years of the date of the latest editions. The local standards must be at least as stringent as those adopted by the state fire marshal, or the fire marshal’s standards apply to the city. The local standards may not conflict with any provision of T.C.A. Title 68, Chapter 120.

A. REJECTING SPECIFIC AMENDMENTS

If a city decides not to adopt a certain amendment, and amendments to building codes are not adopted administratively by the building official, it must reject the amendment by at least a two-thirds vote of the total membership of the governing body. This must be done every time a new amendment is published to the code. Each amendment rejected must be identified by “date and source.” The ICC and other organizations, when publishing building codes or amendments, specify the date of the code or amendment by year, e.g. “2000 edition with 2002 revisions.” The “source” is the particular code being adopted.

The statute does not specify that rejection of amendments must be by written instrument. However, a written resolution is an effective way to keep a record of the votes on each amendment considered and what action was taken on each. See Sample 3, “Resolution rejecting specific amendments to building codes,” in Appendix B. If the rejection is not by written instrument, the meeting minutes should contain an accurate reference to the specific amendment considered and either a roll call vote or a notation that the vote to reject was effected by at least a two-thirds majority of the total membership of the board.

B. ADOPTING AMENDMENTS BY ORDINANCE

If a city decides to adopt a specific amendment, T.C.A. provides two alternate methods. The first method is straightforward. The governing body of the city passes an ordinance adopting the amendments by reference. As with complete building codes adopted by reference, amendments to building codes must be on file in the recorder’s office at least 15 days before the ordinance incorporating them by reference is adopted. If the ordinance adopting the building code is in the city’s municipal code, the ordinance adopting the amendment should be written to amend the municipal code section and not the original ordinance. See Sample 4, “Ordinance incorporating amendments to building codes — amending
a municipal code,” in Appendix B. If the ordinance adopting the building code is not in a municipal code, the ordinance should be written to amend the ordinance that adopted the building code. See Sample 5, “Ordinance incorporating amendments to building codes — amending an existing ordinance,” in Appendix B.

C. ADOPTING AMENDMENTS BY ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS

The second method of adopting amendments to building codes by reference is a bit more complicated. It is not clearly set forth in the statutes but is outlined in T.C.A. § 6-54-502(c)–(e). See the step-by-step guide in Appendix A for a simplified version of this method. So that anyone reading the original ordinance adopting the building code by reference will know how to locate amendments to the building code, the intent to have the municipal code official adopt amendments administratively should be set forth in that ordinance. See Sample 2, “Adopting building codes by reference with intent to adopt amendments administratively,” in Appendix B.

For cities with municipal code sections adopting building codes by reference, a footnote should be added referring to administrative regulations that adopt amendments. The footnote should be updated each time the building official adopts new amendments and should identify by date and source the amendments adopted. See Sample 6, “Municipal Code chapter adopting the International Building Code with intent to adopt amendments administratively, and footnote to administrative regulations,” in Appendix B.

2. “Publication” and “filing” requirements

The building official must make the regulations available to the governing body (the “publication” requirement), and to the general public (the “filing” requirement), before they can take effect under the administrative procedures. The next few paragraphs examine each of these requirements.

First, the “publication” requirement — T.C.A. § 6-54-502(d) — provides that the regulations “shall become effective upon the expiration of 90 calendar days or after the second official meeting of the municipal governing body following the publication of the regulations, whichever is later, unless within that period of time a resolution disapproving such administrative regulation has been adopted by the municipal governing body” (the “90-day period”).
The 90-day period begins upon the “publication” of the administrative regulations. What constitutes “publication” of the regulations is not defined in the statute. However, T.C.A. § 6-54-501(4) defines “published” as “printed, lithographed, multigraphed, or otherwise reproduced.” In general, “publication” consists not only of printing or reproducing something, but also of distributing it to either the public or a certain group. The date the building official presents the administrative regulations to the city’s governing body would appear to be consistent with this definition. The 90-day period ends after the second official meeting of the governing body or 90 days after publication, whichever is later. Its purpose is to give the governing body time to consider the amendments, decide whether or not to approve them, and, if not approving them, time to pass a resolution to disapprove them.

The final administrative procedure to discuss is the “filing” requirement. T.C.A. § 6-54-502(e) provides that the “filing requirement of subsection (a) shall be complied with in adopting amendments to building codes by administrative regulation.” The “subsection (a)” referred to provides that any code adopted by reference must be “filed with the clerk of such municipality for a period of fifteen (15) days prior to adoption of the ordinance which incorporates such code.” The “ordinance” referred to in the statute is not required when amendments are adopted administratively by the building official. However, the purpose in requiring the building code or amendment to be on file in the recorder’s office is clearly stated: to make it “available for public use, inspection, and examination.” This requirement is met as long as the administrative regulations are on file for 15 days in the city recorder’s office for public inspection before they are adopted.

While the statute does not specify when the administrative regulations are considered “adopted,” it does provide that the regulations become effective upon the expiration of the 90-day period. The expiration of the 90-day period is the final step in adopting the administrative regulations. It is the date of the second meeting of the governing body after publication of the regulations or after 90 days, whichever is later, and should be considered the date the regulations are adopted. So that a clear record is kept of the administrative procedures, the adoption date should appear on the regulations. See Sample 7, “Administrative regulations to adopt amendments to building codes,” in Appendix B. Since the 15-day filing period requirement is in place to give the public a chance to look at the regulations prior to their adoption, they must be completed before the 90-day period ends. If the administrative regulations are on file in the recorder’s office at least 15 days before the 90-day period expires, the requirement will be met.

ADOPTING NEW CODES
WHEN A CODE WAS PREVIOUSLY ADOPTED

From time to time, the publishers of building codes will issue a completely new edition of a code. The new code should not be treated as an amendment to an existing code and adopted administratively by the building official. In such cases, an ordinance must be passed by the governing body to adopt the new code. The administrative procedures apply only to “changes and amendments” to codes adopted by reference, and not to complete codes, which must be adopted by ordinance. The ordinance should amend the ordinance that originally adopted the code, as amended, unless the original ordinance was codified. If the original ordinance was codified in a municipal code, the ordinance should be written to amend the municipal code. See Sample 8, “Ordinance adopting new editions to building codes — amending an existing ordinance,” and Sample 9, “Ordinance adopting new editions to building codes — amending a municipal code,” in Appendix B, for sample ordinances adopting new codes where a code was adopted by reference previously.
APPENDIX A


In this guide, “you” refers to your city and/or governing body.

I. Adopting complete codes by reference
   A. Decide which codes to adopt. If you enforce your own building construction safety standards, you must adopt the codes required under T.C.A. § 68-120-101 et seq.
   B. Decide which editions of the building codes to adopt.
      1. The building codes you adopt by reference must be current to within seven years if you enforce your own building construction safety standards, unless the fire marshal approves adoption of an earlier edition.39
      2. If you do not adopt the most recent edition of building codes adopted by reference, you must specify each edition that is rejected by date and source and vote not to adopt those editions by at least a two-thirds majority.40 See Sample 3 in Appendix B.
   C. Place a copy of each building code to be adopted on file in the recorder’s office at least 15 days before final reading of the ordinances adopting the codes by reference.
   D. Decide whether to adopt amendments by ordinance or by administrative regulations compiled by the building official.
      1. If you plan to adopt amendments by ordinance, see Sample 1 in Appendix B.
      2. If you plan to adopt amendments by administrative regulations, see Sample 2 in Appendix B.
      3. If you plan to adopt amendments by administrative regulations and the ordinance adopting the building code is codified, see Sample 6 in Appendix B.

II. Adopting amendments to building codes
   A. If you are adopting amendments by ordinance, follow Sample 4 or 5 in Appendix B, depending on whether you are amending an uncodified ordinance or a section of an adopted municipal code.
   B. If you are rejecting specific amendments, follow Sample 3 in Appendix B.
   C. If you are having the building official adopt amendments with administrative regulations
      1. Have the building official choose the amendments, assemble the complete text of the amendments in a properly labeled binder, and present them to you to accept or reject. See Sample 7 in Appendix B.
      2. Do the following:
         a. Pass a resolution to disapprove the administrative regulations; or,
         b. If you do not disapprove the regulations by resolution, the administrative regulations will take effect either after 90 days have elapsed or you have had two official meetings, whichever is later;41 and the regulations have been on file in the recorder’s office at least 15 days before the 90-day period, or second official meeting, whichever is later, has elapsed.42
Sample 1: Adopting building codes by reference with intent to adopt amendments by ordinance. NOTE: This sample adopts the International Building Code and follows the ordinance adoption procedures of the general law mayor-aldermanic charter. It must be modified for cities adopting a different code or operating under a different charter.

ORDINANCE NO. ___________________

An ordinance to adopt the International Building Code by reference.

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF THE CITY OF ________________, TENNESSEE, THAT:

Section 1. International building code adopted. Pursuant to authority granted by Tennessee Code Annotated §§ 6-54-501 through 6-54-506, and for the purpose of establishing the minimum requirements to safeguard the public health, safety and general welfare through structural strength, means of egress facilities, stability, sanitation, adequate light and ventilation, energy conservation, and safety to life and property from fire and other hazards attributed to the built environment, the International Building Code, ________________ edition, as prepared and adopted by the International Code Council is hereby adopted and incorporated by reference as a part of this code, and is hereinafter referred to as the international building code.

Section 2. Modifications. (1) Definitions. Whenever in the international building code reference is made to the duties of a certain official named therein, that designated official of the City of ________________ who has duties corresponding to those of the named official in said code shall be deemed to be the responsible official insofar as enforcing the provisions of the international building code are concerned.

(2) Permit fees. The schedule of permit fees shall be as follows: [Insert building fees here]

Section 3. Available in recorder’s office. Pursuant to the requirements of T.C.A. § 6-54-502 one (1) copy of the International Building Code has been placed on file in the recorder’s office and shall be kept there for the use and inspection of the public.

Section 4. Violations and penalty. It shall be unlawful for any person to violate or fail to comply with any provision of the International Building Code as herein adopted by reference and modified. The violation of any section of this chapter shall be punishable by a penalty of up to fifty dollars ($50). Each day a violation is allowed to continue shall constitute a separate offense.

Section 5. Date of effect. This ordinance shall take effect from and after its final passage, the public welfare requiring it.

Passed 1st reading __________________________, 20 ______.

Passed 2nd reading __________________________, 20 ______.

______________________________
Mayor

______________________________
Recorder
Sample 2: Adopting building codes by reference with intent to adopt amendments administratively. NOTE: This sample adopts the *International Building Code* and follows the ordinance adoption procedures of the general law mayor-aldermanic charter. It must be modified for cities adopting a different code or operating under a different charter.

**ORDINANCE NO. _______________**

An ordinance to adopt the *International Building Code* by reference and provide for the adoption of future amendments administratively.

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF THE CITY OF _______________, TENNESSEE, THAT:

**Section 1. International Building Code adopted.** (1) Pursuant to authority granted by *Tennessee Code Annotated* §§ 6-54-501 through 6-54-506, and for the purpose of establishing the minimum requirements to safeguard the public health, safety and general welfare through structural strength, means of egress facilities, stability, sanitation, adequate light and ventilation, energy conservation, and safety to life and property from fire and other hazards attributed to the built environment, the *International Building Code*, ______________ edition, as prepared and adopted by the International Code Council is hereby adopted and incorporated by reference as a part of this code, and is hereinafter referred to as the international building code.

(2) Pursuant to authority granted by T.C.A. § 6-54-502(c), the building official shall adopt administrative regulations to incorporate subsequent amendments to the international building code as published by the International Code Council. These amendments shall be identified by the building official as to date and source and shall take effect as provided in T.C.A. § 6-54-502 unless disapproved by resolution of the board of mayor and aldermen.

**Section 2. Modifications. (1) Definitions.** Whenever in the *International Building Code* reference is made to the duties of a certain official named therein, that designated official of the City of _______________ who has duties corresponding to those of the named official in said code shall be deemed to be the responsible official insofar as enforcing the provisions of the international building code are concerned.

(2) Permit fees. The schedule of permit fees shall be as follows: [Insert building fees here]

**Section 3. Available in recorder’s office.** Pursuant to the requirements of T.C.A. § 6-54-502 one (1) copy of the *International Building Code* has been placed on file in the recorder’s office and shall be kept there for the use and inspection of the public. Administrative regulations adopting amendments to the international building code will be placed on file when they are published by the building inspector, and at least fifteen (15) days before their effective date.

**Section 4. Violations and penalty.** It shall be unlawful for any person to violate or fail to comply with any provision of the international building code as herein adopted by reference and modified. The violation of any section of this chapter shall be punishable by a penalty of up to fifty dollars ($50). Each day a violation is allowed to continue shall constitute a separate offense.

**Section 5. Date of effect.** This ordinance shall take effect from and after its final passage, the public welfare requiring it.

Passed 1st reading _________________, 20 _____.
Passed 2nd reading _________________, 20 _____.

________________________________________
Mayor

________________________________________
Recorder
Sample 3: Resolution rejecting specific amendments to building codes.

RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, *Tennessee Code Annotated* § 6-54-502(a) permits municipalities to adopt building codes by reference; and

WHEREAS, *Tennessee Code Annotated* § 6-54-502(b) requires municipalities to adopt the amendments to building codes adopted by reference, properly identified as to date and source, unless by a two-thirds vote of its total membership the municipality’s governing body elects not to adopt such amendments;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF THE TOWN OF ___________________________ THAT:

**Section 1.** Pursuant to the authority of *Tennessee Code Annotated* § 6-54-502(b), the town elects not to adopt the following:


**Section 2.** This resolution shall take effect on the date of its passage by at least a two-thirds majority of the entire membership of the board of mayor and aldermen, the public welfare requiring it.

_____________________________
Mayor

_____________________________
Recorder

NUMBER VOTING **FOR** PASSAGE OF THIS RESOLUTION _____________

NUMBER VOTING **AGAINST** PASSAGE OF THIS RESOLUTION _____________
Sample 4: Ordinance incorporating amendments to building codes — amending a municipal code. NOTE: This sample follows the ordinance adoption procedures of the general law mayor-aldermanic charter and must be modified for cities operating under a different charter.

ORDINANCE NO. ________________

An ordinance to amend the Municipal Code to adopt the most recent amendments to the International Building Code.

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF THE CITY OF ________________, TENNESSEE, THAT:

Section 1. ________________, “International Building Code adopted,” of the Municipal Code is amended to replace the words and figures “______________ edition” with “______________ edition with _____________ revisions.”

Section 2. This ordinance shall take effect from and after its final passage, the welfare of the town requiring it.

Passed 1st reading ________________, 20______.

Passed 2nd reading ________________, 20______.

________________________________________
Mayor

________________________________________
Recorder
Sample 5: Ordinance incorporating amendments to building codes — amending an existing ordinance.

NOTE: This sample follows the ordinance adoption procedures of the general law mayor-aldermanic charter, and must be modified for cities operating under a different charter.

ORDINANCE NO. ______________

An ordinance to amend Ordinance #_______________ to adopt the most recent amendments to the International Building Code.

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF THE CITY OF _________________, TENNESSEE, THAT:

Section 1. Ordinance #_______________ is amended in Section 1 to replace the words and figures “_______________ edition” with “_______________ edition with _______________ revisions.”

Section 2. This ordinance shall take effect from and after its final passage, the welfare of the town requiring it.

Passed 1st reading __________________________, 20 ______.

Passed 2nd reading __________________________, 20 ______.

____________________________
Mayor
____________________________
Recorder
Sample 6: Municipal Code chapter adopting the *International Building Code* with intent to adopt amendments administratively, and footnote to administrative regulations. **NOTE:** This sample adopts the *International Building Code* and follows the ordinance adoption procedures of the general law mayor-aldermanic charter. It must be modified for cities adopting a different code or operating under a different charter.

### CHAPTER 1

**INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE**

#### SECTION

12-101. International building code adopted. (1) Pursuant to authority granted by *Tennessee Code Annotated* §§ 6-54-501 through 6-54-506, and for the purpose of regulating the construction, alteration, repair, use, occupancy, location, maintenance, removal, and demolition of every building or structure or any appurtenance connected or attached to any building or structure, the *International Building Code*, ____________ edition, as prepared and adopted by the International Code Council, is hereby adopted and incorporated by reference as a part of this code, and is hereinafter referred to as the international building code.

(2) Pursuant to authority granted by *Tennessee Code Annotated* § 6-54-502(c), the building official shall adopt administrative regulations to incorporate subsequent amendments to the international building code as published by the International Code Council. These amendments shall be identified by the building official as to date and source and shall take effect as provided in *Tennessee Code Annotated* § 6-54-502, unless disapproved by resolution of the board of mayor and aldermen.¹

12-102. Modifications. (1) Definitions. Whenever in the *International Building Code* reference is made to the duties of a certain official named therein, that designated official of the City of ____________ who has duties corresponding to those of the named official in said code shall be deemed to be the responsible official insofar as enforcing the provisions of the international building code are concerned.

(2) Permit fees. The schedule of permit fees shall be as follows: ______ [Insert building fees here] ______

12-103. Available in recorder’s office. Pursuant to the requirements of *Tennessee Code Annotated* § 6-54-502, one (1) copy of the building code has been placed on file in the recorder’s office and shall be kept there for the use and inspection of the public. Administrative regulations adopting amendments to the *International Building Code* will be placed on file when they are published by the building inspector and at least fifteen (15) days before their effective date.

12-104. Violations and penalty. It shall be unlawful for any person to violate or fail to comply with any provision of the building code as herein adopted by reference and modified. The violation of any section of this chapter shall be punishable by a penalty under the general penalty provision of this code. Each day a violation is allowed to continue shall constitute a separate offense.

¹Administrative regulations of the building official, effective _____________, 20____, adopt the _____________ amendments to the *International Building Code*, ____________ edition. These regulations are available for public inspection in the office of the recorder.
Sample 7: Administrative regulations to adopt amendments to building codes.

**ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR, CITY OF ________________**

The building inspector of the City of ________________ adopts the following amendments and modifications to the *International Building Code*, ________________ edition (if amendments to another code are being adopted, insert that code name). The *International Building Code*, ________________ edition, was adopted by reference by Ordinance # ________________ (or “by the City of ________________ Municipal Code, ________________”).

Section 1. Amendments adopted. ________________________________

Section 2. Modifications. The ________________ revisions to the *International Building Code*, ________________ edition, are modified as follows:

________________________________________________________________________________________

Section 3. Effective date. These administrative regulations shall become effective upon the expiration of ninety (90) calendar days or after the second official meeting of the municipal governing body following this publication of the regulations, whichever is later, unless within that period of time a resolution disapproving such administrative regulation has been adopted by the municipal governing body, provided they have been on file 15 days in the recorder’s office for public inspection prior to that time.

Date of publication: ________________________________, 20 ______.

Date of first board meeting after publication: ________________________________, 20 ______.

Date of second board meeting after publication: ________________________________, 20 ______

Date on file in recorder’s office: ________________________________, 20 ______.

Effective Date: ________________________________, 20 ______.
Sample 8: Ordinance adopting new editions to building codes - amending an existing ordinance. NOTE: This sample follows the ordinance adoption procedures of the general law mayor-aldermanic charter48 and must be modified for cities operating under a different charter.

ORDINANCE NO. _______________

An ordinance to amend Ordinance #_______________ to adopt the most recent amendments to the International Building Code.

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF THE CITY OF _________________, TENNESSEE, THAT:

Section 1. Ordinance #_______________ is amended in Section 1 to replace the words and figures “_______________ edition with _______________ revisions” with “_______________ edition.”

Section 2. This ordinance shall take effect from and after its final passage, the welfare of the town requiring it.

Passed 1st reading ____________________________, 20 ______.

Passed 2nd reading ____________________________, 20 ______.

______________________________
Mayor

______________________________
Recorder
Sample 9: Ordinance adopting new editions to building codes - amending a municipal code. NOTE: This sample follows the ordinance adoption procedures of the general law mayor-aldermanic charter,\(^49\) and must be modified for cities operating under a different charter.

**ORDINANCE NO. __________________**

An ordinance to amend the Municipal Code to adopt the most recent edition of the *International Building Code*.

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF THE CITY OF ________________, TENNESSEE, THAT:


Section 2. This ordinance shall take effect from and after its final passage, the welfare of the town requiring it.

Passed 1st reading _________________________________, 20 ______.

Passed 2nd reading _________________________________, 20 ______.

____________________________________

Mayor

____________________________________

Recorder
FOOTNOTES

1. T.C.A. § 6-54-502(a).
3. See Jefferson County v. City of Morristown, 1999 WL 817519 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1999) (unpublished decision), at 8 (annexation ordinance is considered adopted upon final reading, the final legislative act of the governing body, though annexation is not operative for 30 days).
6. T.C.A. § 6-54-504.
7. T.C.A. § 6-54-503.
8. T.C.A. § 6-54-502(c) - (e).
9. T.C.A. § 6-54-502(b), (d).
10. See T.C.A. § 6-54-502(b).
13. Id.
15. Id.
17. T.C.A. § 6-54-503(b).
18. T.C.A. § 6-54-502(c).
23. City of Rockwood, 22 S.W.2d at 240.
24. T.C.A. § 6-54-502(d).
25. T.C.A. § 6-54-502(e).
29. T.C.A. § 6-54-502(a).
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